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Chapter 4 

Business Case 

4.1  Introduction  

 

CEB is the monopolistic organization, which supplies electricity for the entire nation. It 

generate or acquire supplies of electricity to construct maintain and operate the necessary 

works for interconnection of the generating stations, substations and for the transmission 

and distribution of electricity in bulk from generating places to required positions. The 

electricity market in Sri Lanka is in high demanding position. This has necessitated a 

radical restructuring of CEB’s business and the information systems, which support it. 

 

With considering IS activities, in late 1992’s to early 1993’s, IM branch was established 

in order to facilitate day to day business related activities with the state of art technology . 

Supply of software for the CEB customer billing activities and provide management 

information for the senior managers using FMIS were included as major software 

activities.  This chapter mainly emphasis on how the IS activities were carried over the 

last 20 years and the existing structure of the IT division. Finally, the challenge of the IT 

division is discussed in this chapter. 

 

4.2 How Information System Activities Evolved Over the Last 20 Years 

 

 In 1982’s: Begin of major IS activities 

 

At this time there was no separate division for IS activities. IT activities were controlled 

under the Finance Management Unit. Major information system application was the 

Billing application, which handles the electricity billing information. There were some 

integrated IBM FORTRAN systems for load studies and sag calculations. Internal 

engineering staffs of the CEB were developed those systems. Billing Application was an 
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IBM System34 punch card system. Many large organizations in Sri Lanka, this kind of 

system were used (eg: Petroleum). It was a centralized system. Around 5 lks of customer 

data was handled. Major activities performed were collecting data from consumer service 

centers, area offices and province offices. Then data were sent to the head office, which 

was located at Colombo. At the Colombo head office, data were entered to the system. 

Therefore it took long duration (eg: nearly 8 months) to get the completed bill to the user 

and long time to give new connection. High numbers of data entry operators were 

involved. 

 

 In 1989: Separate unit for IS activities 

 

IS activities were separated from Finance Management. IS activities were allocated to 

Engineering Unit.  Separate branch called EDP branch for IS activities was established. 

Head position of the EDP branch was titled as DGM. At this time, numbers of consumer 

accounts was increased. Therefore, it was needed to reduce the time taken for billing 

activities, and new connections. The management and the ministry was identified the 

requirement for a high data processing power. High level of political power intervention 

for decision-makings was reflected. IBM high processing power machines were 

purchased. It cost 2 lks per machine and distributed those machines to every area office. 

However, centralized bill entering process was continued. The production of 

computerized bill printout was removed. A pre printed bill was given to write bill 

information manually. Therefore, the time taken (eg: early it was nearly 8 months) to get 

the bill to the user was reduced.  

 

 In late 1989 to early 1990   

  

The engineering unit was developed the SMC system and implemented. To enter new 

connection data for area level was facilitated with this system. At this time, numbers of 

consumer accounts were increased to 1 million. AS400 machines were purchased. Higher 

management decided to outsource a new billing package. For this, World Bank funds 
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were used and tenders were called for a new billing package. Specifications, which were 

received, not according to the requirements of the tender evaluation team.  

 

 In late 1992 to early 1993,   

 

With major structural change, higher management decided to establish an IM branch. IM 

branch and EDP branch, both were under a one DGM. 

 

 In  1994, 

With the output of tender evaluation team, decision was taken to develop the billing 

system with an internal development team. 

 

 In early 1997 to late 1998: Adjust the IM branch structure 

 

Senior managers were involved in design a new structure for IM Branch. Head of the 

branch was titled as DGM IM. This DGM IM position was directly under the AGM 

Transmission. Positions were created for Manager IS, Engineer IS services, System 

Analysts, Analyst Programmers, Network Administrators and System administrators. At 

this time, internal development team was developed the Billing System and Implemented 

a decentralized billing process. AS400 machines were removed. Moved to open source 

UNIX systems with RDBMS and flat file structure was removed. At this time, major 

attention was given for consumer information of bulk supply. Client- server architecture 

was implemented and WAN was established. 

 

During this period, a requirement for Financial System was emerged.  A World Bank 

fund for a financial system project was obtained. MIS Branch for the financial system 

project was established. For financial system development, agreement was signed with 

Millennium IT. Structure for MIS branch with head of the position as the Project 

Manager was designed. An Accountant, Electrical Engineers, Programmer and System 

Analyst were there. Due to management problems in the vendor company, CEB 

management were decided to terminate the agreement with Millennium IT and the 
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financial system, which they developed, was purchased for the CEB, with source codes. 

The Financial system in few sites was implemented.  

 

 In 1999, 

 

To locate the geographical location of the consumers, a GIS was outsourced. A 

Newzeland team was provided the consultation. Major activities necessary to protect 

systems from Y2K bug were carried during this period and all software were managed to 

survive from it successfully. 

 

 In early 2000 to late 2002, 

 

POS related to consumer billing in every area offices were developed and implemented. 

Implement of all the modules of the financial system were failed due to some identified 

bugs. Therefore, decision was taken to implement only inventory module of the financial 

system. To fix bugs in the financial system, tenders were called for a development team. 

This development team was outsourced and after fixing bugs, migration to new 

development version of the financial system was performed. 

 

 In 2003, 

 

Bugs in the financial system were cleaned and other modules were implemented as 

parallel run in one site (eg: in WPN). 

 

 Late 2004 to early 2005: Adjust the MIS branch structure 

 

With the number of site expansions, the MIS branch structure was re-designed. Decision 

was taken to carryout development of the uncompleted modules of the financial system.  

The DGM IT was created new carder positions such as Software Engineer and 

Information Technologist. POS counter application was implemented throughout the 

country.  
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 In late 2005 to mid 2006, 

 

The financial system was implemented completely in two provinces including two power 

Generations sites and inventory modules in all provinces.  POS applications at Banks 

were implemented.  

 

With considering the above IS activities, at present as the IT department, they are 

involving in handling two major projects. Those are Billing System and FMIS.  

 

Figure 4.1 in the following section indicates how the internal structure of the IT division 

was organized. Staff of the IT branch was assigned according to the project types handled 

by the IT department. However, there are employees who are working and carrying their 

duties in multiple projects within this structure. 
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 Structure of the IT Department 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Figure 4.1: Structure of the IT Department 
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4.2 The Challenge 

 

With the increase of software products in multiple stages and activities relevant to 

software, it highlights the significance of embarking on internal change to adopt PM 

practices whilst to function effectively for fulfilling the user needs. In order to improve 

the overall efficiencies of its business processes dealing with software provided by the IT 

division, it needs to search for a PM solution that could deliver the functionality, security, 

scalability, and usability that senior managers require. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


